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Prior research suggests that episodic memory can guide value-based decisions when single
episodes are encoded in relation to the specific reward-context in which they were experienced.
The current experiments examine the role that a flexible recombination-related retrieval
mechanism that allows one to link together distinct events plays in the misattribution of specific
reward-contexts across distinct episodes. To determine whether the same recombination-related
retrieval mechanism supports both successful inference and transfer of reward-context across
episodes, we developed a modified version of an associative inference paradigm in which
participants encoded overlapping associations (AB, BC) that could later be linked to support
inferential retrieval (AC), where one element (‘A’) was tied to reward. Our key experimental
manipulation concerned whether value memory (Experiments 1 and 2) or decision bias tests
(Experiment 3) were probed before or after the associative inference test, thereby allowing us to
assess whether false value transfer and decision bias scores increased after as compared to before
successful versus unsuccessful inference. Results revealed that participants more frequently
misattributed the specific reward-context (‘A’) to unrewarded items (‘C;’ Experiments 1 and 2)
and showed higher decision bias scores when asked to choose between two previously unrewarded
items (‘C;’ Experiment 3) for successful compared with unsuccessful inference, but only when the
value memory and decision bias tests were given after the associative inference test. These results
suggest that a recombination-related retrieval mechanism that supports successful inference also
contributes to the misattribution of reward-context in memory and further biases participants’
novel value-based decisions.
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Decisions are often guided by memory for past experiences. If a past choice led to a positive
outcome, people are more likely to make that same choice again. Recent research in the field
of value-based decision-making has examined this link between choice and memory (Doll,
Shohamy & Daw, 2015; Duncan & Shohamy, 2016; Palombo, Keane & Verfaellie, 2015;
Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). In these studies, participants learned stimulus-reward
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relationships gradually within the context of hundreds of repeated experiences. Because
participants were exposed to many repeated trials over which they were able to
incrementally learn the stimulus-reward association, it is difficult to determine exactly how
specific valued events affect the interaction of episodic memory and future value-based
choices. In everyday life, individuals often are not presented with multiple repetitions of past
experiences prior to making decisions. Rather, individuals commonly make decisions based
on limited prior information, where they may have only experienced the decision-relevant
episode once. In contexts where the decision-relevant episode has only been experienced
once, value-based choice has been proposed to depend on a mechanism that flexibly samples
specific reward-related representations stored in memory (Bornstein, Khaw, Shohamy &
Daw, 2017; Bornstein & Norman, 2017; Gluth, Sommer, Reiskamp & Büchel, 2015; Murty,
FeldmanHall, Hunter, Phelps & Davachi, 2016; Wimmer & Büchel, 2016).
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Such proposals linking episodic memory and value-based decision-making require that
single episodes be encoded in relation to the specific reward-context in which they occurred
(Gluth, Sommer, Reiskamp & Büchel, 2015; Murty et al., 2016; Wimmer & Büchel, 2016).
Recent behavioral experiments have found that (1) participants are indeed able to remember
specific associations between an item and its reward-context and (2) memory for these
detailed item-reward-context associations guide value-based decisions, particularly in
situations where the participant decides between two options that they have never previously
considered in relation to one another (e.g., novel choice between a previously experienced
option and a new, never before experienced option; Murty et al., 2016; Wimmer & Büchel,
2016). For example, when participants were asked to select between a lottery that was
previously associated with either a high or low reward outcome (i.e., ‘old’ lottery) and a new
lottery during a novel decision-making task, adaptive decisions were identified as decisions
where participants selected ‘old’ lotteries that were associated with high-reward outcomes or
avoided ‘old’ lotteries that were associated with low-reward outcomes, such that these
decisions increased the likelihood that participants would receive a high-value reward
(Murty et al., 2016). Importantly, the likelihood that participants made these adaptive
decisions (i.e., chose high-value lotteries and avoided low-value lotteries) depended on their
memory for the association between an ‘old’ lottery and its specific reward-context (i.e.,
whether the lottery was associated with a high- or low-value outcome), rather than item
memory, where participants remember individual features of a lottery without retrieving any
details of the context in which the lottery was previously experienced (Murty et al., 2016). In
sum, these results suggest that at the time of the decision, participants retrieve rich
associative memories consisting of relationships between specific features of a previous
experience, such that they are able to remember the specific lottery (item) and its associated
reward-context (source), thus providing participants with a detailed representation of a
single past experience that they can flexibly apply to guide subsequent value-based choice
(Murty et al., 2016).
Previous research suggests that such novel decisions (i.e., decisions between two options
that have never been considered in relation to one another), based on single past experiences,
may be supported by two key episodic memory mechanisms. The first is reward-related
learning, where the relationship between the anticipated reward (i.e., reward-context) and the
currently presented cue (i.e., the lottery) is encoded, thus linking a specific item to its
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potential future value (Murty et al., 2016; Wimmer & Büchel, 2016; Wimmer & Shohamy,
2012; Wolosin, Zeithamova & Preston, 2012, 2013). The second is a flexible recombination
mechanism that has been previously linked with episodic simulation of hypothetical
experiences (Schacter & Addis 2007a, 2007b), where participants either simulate possible
future scenarios that might occur as the result of a choice, or simulate alternative scenarios
of what might have occurred as a result of having chosen differently in the past (for review,
see Schacter, Benoit, De Brigard & Szpunar, 2015). Let us consider each mechanism in turn.

Author Manuscript

With respect to reward-related learning, specific reward-contexts presented during encoding
affect explicit measures of memory for the source of the information, such that participants
are able to remember the specific value associated with an item or episode (i.e., whether
items were no-, low-, or high-value; Murty et al., 2016; Wimmer & Büchel, 2016).
Consistent with this behavioral finding, research suggests that distributed patterns of
activation within the hippocampus may reflect the specific value of the reward-context
associated with each individual event, such that representations within the hippocampus
differentiate between low- and high-value reward-contexts (Wolosin, Zeithamova & Preston,
2013). Reward-context can also affect implicit measures of value-based decision bias, where
participants’ financial risk-taking or choice of a familiar lottery increased (as compared to a
new lottery) when they were primed with the previously learned high-value associations
(Wimmer & Büchel, 2016), as well as when they could explicitly remember such
associations (Murty et al., 2016). Thus, representations of previously learned associations
include specific information identifying the reward-context in which the information was
encoded (Wolosin, et al., 2013) and further guide future value-based decision-making
(Murty et al., 2016; Wimmer & Büchel, 2016).
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Flexible recombination processes support our ability to link together related information
acquired in distinct episodes in order to construct simulations of novel future events
(Schacter & Addis, 2007a, 2007b). We frequently encounter and simulate possible future
scenarios in which we are required to make a choice between two options that we have never
previously considered. In such instances of novel decision-making, flexible recombination
during retrieval may play a particularly adaptive role, allowing one to recombine elements of
past experiences in order to simulate the prospective scenario (Schacter, 2012; Schacter &
Addis, 2007a, 2007b). This simulated mental representation can then guide future-oriented
or novel decisions by allowing one to predict the expected value associated with the decision
(Benoit, Gilbert &Burgess, 2011) and further allows one to link the prospective scenario to
past and expected future rewards, allowing for an immediate experience of the future
decision’s affective value (Boyer, 2008). This simulated mental representation can then
guide future-oriented or novel decisions (Benoit, Gilbert &Burgess, 2011; Schacter et al.,
2015; Schacter, Benoit, & Szpunar, 2017).
This kind of flexible recombination that allows one to simulate future events is quite similar
to the flexible recombination processes examined in studies of associative inference that
allow one to link together related information acquired in distinct episodes in order to make
novel connections that have not been directly experienced. In previous studies utilizing the
associative inference paradigm, which requires participants to reactivate and flexibly
recombine elements of overlapping episodes, participants learned direct associations
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between two items (e.g., individual ‘A’ and child ‘B’) and then learned overlapping
associations between a member of the previously studied pair and a new item (e.g., child ‘B’
and individual ‘C;’ for evidence and review see Carpenter & Schacter, 2017; Schlichting &
Preston, 2015; Zeithamova & Preston, 2010; Zeithamova, Schlichting, & Preston, 2012).
Participants were also instructed to learn the indirect relationships between the ‘A’ and ‘C’
items that are mediated by the item ‘B’ (i.e., associative inference). Later, participants
completed a memory test for both the directly learned associations (AB and BC) and the
associative inferences (AC). Flexibly recombining and linking related information acquired
in distinct episodes allows for novel connections that have not been directly experienced. For
example, if one sees two different individuals (‘A’ and ‘C’) walking with the same child
(‘B’) on two different days, retrieving and recombining details of the two episodes allows
one to infer that the two individuals are related in some way by their relationship with the
child. Further, if you have had a positive past experience with the first individual who was
with the child but no prior experience with the second individual, retrieving and recombining
details of these two episodes not only allows you to infer the relationship between the two
individuals, but may transfer affective value associated with the first individual to your
mental representation of the second individual, thereby updating the associated rewardcontext and perhaps leading to a choice to interact with the second individual. Rewardrelated learning in concert with such flexible recombination processes during retrieval could
provide a mechanism by which previously rewarded associations can systematically update
the value of unrewarded items from distinct yet related episodes. That is, unrewarded items
may gain a positive value simply by way of flexibly recombining elements of previously
separate experiences, which may further bias novel value-based decisions (for an example of
simulation-based recombination see Benoit, Szpunar & Schacter, 2014).

Author Manuscript

Recent work from Martinez, Mack, Gelman and Preston (2016) provides evidence for the
role of memory-guided decision bias in such social interactions. Specifically, results
revealed that the reactivation of prior memories (e.g., remembering that individual ‘A’
cooperates) during new learning (e.g., learning that individual ‘A’ is friends with individual
‘B’) allowed for the transfer of social reputation from individual ‘A’ to the associated
individual ‘B,’ such that if individual ‘A’ cooperates then individual ‘B’ was treated as if
they also cooperate (Martinez et al., 2016). That is, memories of past interactions and
learned social connections biased participants’ decisions to interact with a member of a
shared social group, even when they had not interacted with that particular group member in
the past.

Author Manuscript

Indeed, a related line of research suggests that false ‘spreading’ or transfer of value can
occur when a rewarded item (‘A’) was previously paired with an unrewarded item (‘B’),
resulting in a preference for item ‘B’ even though it was never directly linked to receipt of
the reward (Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). Importantly, items ‘A’ and ‘B’ were originally
learned in the same context (i.e., similar to how participants learned the direct relationship
between ‘A’ and ‘B’ during the associative inference paradigm) and thus did not require
participants to flexibly recombine elements of distinct episodes in order to learn the
relationship between the two items, or to simulate the outcomes of possible future choices.
Therefore, results suggest that value can be transferred within associative pairings, as
participants showed a greater decision bias for unrewarded items that were directly paired
J Exp Psychol Gen. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 July 01.
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with a subsequently rewarded item as a result of reactivating the previously learned A-B
association during the reward-learning phase (Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). That is, the
reward-context associated with a specific item can be spread or transferred to a related item
that was presented within a single reactivated episode.

Author Manuscript

However, it is currently unknown whether the same flexible recombination processes that
allow for novel associative inference, where the relationship between two items (‘A’ and
‘C’) is mediated by a third item (‘B’), also support the biased updating of specific value
representations across distinct contexts when episodes are only experienced once. Consistent
with this possibility, in recent experiments using a modified associative inference paradigm,
we directly linked such flexible recombination during retrieval to source memory errors:
details of an overlapping scene were mistakenly attributed to memory for the original scene
as a consequence of flexible recombination processes that support successful associative
inference (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017). That is, participants were more prone to false
memories that resulted from mistakenly combining scene details from related episodes when
they made successful (versus unsuccessful) inferences about the relations between these
episodes, but only when details were probed after (versus before) the associative inference
test.
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Similar to the way in which contextual scene details are mistakenly transferred across
distinct past experiences following flexible retrieval supporting associative inference, we
suggest that the specific reward-context of an original event may be misattributed to memory
of an unrewarded overlapping event. If so, we would also predict that following successful
inference, when participants are confronted with a novel decision between two previously
unrewarded items, they will be biased to choose the unrewarded item that was linked
indirectly to a rewarded item learned in a distinct context.
While our previous research implicates the role of recombination-related retrieval processes
on subsequent source memory errors, there are two ways that participants can perform
successfully on an associative inference test (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017). First, participants
may integrate the AB and BC representations during encoding such that an integrated
representation (ABC) is later retrieved during the test (i.e., integrative encoding; e.g.,
Shohamy & Wagner, 2008). Alternatively, participants may flexibly retrieve and recombine
the previously studied AB and BC pairs during the associative inference test (i.e.,
recombination processes during retrieval; Carpenter & Schacter, 2017; Zeithamova &
Preston, 2010). Prior neuroimaging studies suggest that both integrative encoding and
recombination processes during retrieval play a role in successful associative inference
(Zeithamova, Dominick & Preston, 2012; Zeithamova & Preston, 2010).
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To directly test the role of flexible recombination processes in reward-related learning and
subsequent novel decision-making, we used a modified version of an associative inference
task that targets flexible recombination (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017; Preston, Shrager,
Dudukovic, & Gabrieli, 2004; Zeithamova et al., 2012; Zeithamova & Preston, 2010) and,
critically, incorporates aspects of the monetary incentive encoding task that targets rewardrelated learning mechanisms (Adcock, Thangavel, Whitfield-Gabrieli, Knutson & Gabrieli,
2006; Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012).
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In our version of the associative inference paradigm, during an initial session participants
study person-object associations (AB) where the ‘A’ item is either linked to a value or novalue reward-context (Experiment 1) or to a high-value or low-value reward-context
(Experiment 2). Participants then study overlapping person-object associations (BC) where
the ‘C’ item is either linked to a no-value or value reward-context, respectively. Participants
are instructed to learn both the direct associations between each person and object (AB and
BC) and the indirect association between the two people based on the shared object (AC).
Additionally, participants are instructed to learn the reward-context associated with each
item (i.e., value or no-value). After a delay, participants return for a second session in which
they are tested for direct associations (AB, BC) and perform an associative inference test for
novel combinations that are linked via the ‘B’ item (AC; see Figure 1).

Author Manuscript

In order to test whether retrieval-related recombination processes underlying successful
inference contribute to the transfer of positive value across event boundaries to previously
unrewarded items, in Experiments 1 and 2 participants’ memory for the specific value of
each item (i.e., ‘A,’ ‘B’ and ‘C’) is explicitly probed. For one half of the AB and BC pairs,
explicit value memory tests, where participants are asked to remember the specific rewardcontext associated with a previously learned item (i.e., Experiment 1: value or no-value;
Experiment 2: high-value, low-value, no-value), are given before the test of direct (AB, BC)
and indirect (AC) associations, and for the other half, the value memory tests are given after
the tests of direct and indirect associations.
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The critical comparisons concern the proportions of what we call false value transfer (e.g.,
when participants attributed the specific reward-context of previously rewarded item ‘A’ to
their memory of unrewarded item ‘C,’ thus remembering item ‘C’ as having been rewarded)
on the value memory test given before versus after the associative inference test, for correct
as compared to incorrect associative inference trials (i.e., AC). We distinguish among three
competing hypotheses:

Author Manuscript

1.

If recombination during retrieval both enhances associative inference
performance and increases false value transfer, then false value transfer scores
should be higher for correct than incorrect inference trials, but only when the
value memory test is given after the associative inference test (during which
recombination occurs); there should be no difference in the proportion of false
value transfer scores for correct vs. incorrect inference trials when the value
memory test is given before the associative inference test.

2.

If false value transfer scores are higher for correct as compared to incorrect
inference trials when the value memory tests are given both before and after the
associative inference test, then these effects are consistent with integrative
encoding processes.

3.

If there is no link at all between recombination during retrieval and false value
transfer then there should be no difference between the proportion of false value
transfer scores for correct and incorrect inference trials regardless of when the
value memory tests are given.
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To test these hypotheses, we conducted three experiments that used the same basic paradigm
and differed only in whether false value transfer was assessed with respect to explicit value
memory using a value memory test (Experiments 1 and 2) or implicit decision bias using a
decision bias test (Experiment 3; see figure 2 for a visualization of the predicted patterns of
results for each hypothesis).
All three experiments provided evidence in favor of the first hypothesis outlined above: both
the proportion of false value transfer and decision bias scores were higher for correct than
incorrect inference trials, but only when the tests were given after the associative inference
test, during which recombination occurs. These findings implicate recombination
mechanisms during retrieval in both successful associative inference and false transfer of
value across distinct episodes to previously unrewarded items, which further bias novel
value-based decisions.

Author Manuscript

Experiment 1
Methods

Author Manuscript

Participants—A power analysis (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang & Buchner, 2007) based on effect
sizes from our previous related work (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017) for the key predicted
effect of interest revealed that a sample size of 20 would provide the ability to detect an
effect after as compared to before successful inference conditions with power of >.80. Thus,
we aimed for a sample of 24 usable participants. 25 young adults (mean age = 21.20, SD =
2.09; 19 female) were recruited via advertisements at Boston University and Harvard
University. All had normal vision and no history of neurological impairment. They gave
informed consent, were treated in accordance with guidelines approved by the ethics
committee at Harvard University, and received either course credit or pay for completing the
study.

Author Manuscript

Reward-Related AB and BC Encoding—Both experimental sessions were executed on
an Apple desktop computer using PsychoPy2 (v1.80.03). Stimuli consisted of 160 pairs of
color images depicting people and common objects (e.g., toy truck). 80 total unique ABC
triads (80 AB pairs, 80 BC pairs) were constructed. Overlapping AB and BC pairs were
constructed such that two individuals (‘A’ and ‘C’) shared an association with an
overlapping object (‘B;’ i.e., one ABC triad). Presentation locations were counterbalanced
across participants such that each item was presented on the right/left equally often for both
AB and BC pairs. Participants received one of two versions of the AB encoding task, which
consisted of 80 pairs (i.e., AB) followed by the corresponding BC encoding task, which
consisted of 80 pairs (i.e., BC; see Figure 1). Each pair was randomly presented for 5
seconds within each encoding block (i.e., AB encoding and BC encoding; see Figure 1). 40
pairs of the AB encoding task identified the ‘A’ item as a valued item (i.e., $$$ - $2.00
reward), whereas the alternate 40 pairs identified the ‘A’ item as a no-value item (i.e., $0.00
reward). For the 40 no-value AB pairs, the corresponding ‘C’ items during the BC encoding
task were identified as valued items. If a triad’s ‘A’ item was associated with a value (i.e.,
valued-item), the corresponding ‘C’ item was not associated with any value (i.e., no-value
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item). All value associations were counterbalanced across participants, such that each ‘A’ or
‘C’ item was associated with a value or no-value equally often.
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Participants were instructed to learn both the direct associations (i.e., AB, BC) and the
indirect associations (i.e., AC) along with whether an item was valued or not. Participants
were told that if they were able to remember all of the information that was tied to a valued
item (i.e., value information, direct association and indirect association) they would receive
this reward at the end of the second session. Importantly, participants were instructed to use
the same encoding strategy for valued and no-value pairs (Wolosin et al., 2013) in order to
control for the possibility of a strategic tradeoff between learning valued as compared to novalue pairs (Hennessee, Castel & Knowlton, 2017). Following each pair, participants were
asked to provide a judgment of learning on a scale from 1 to 4 (1 = definitely forget, 4 =
definitely remember). These judgments were collected in order to ensure participants’
attention during the encoding phase.

Author Manuscript

Value Memory Test—Following a 48-hour delay, participants came to the lab to complete
the second session. Three value memory questions were constructed for each of the 80 ABC
triads (one question related to each distinct item – ‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’). A cutout of the
individual (‘A’ or ‘C’) or object (‘B’) was presented to the right of the value memory
question in order to indicate to which item the question referred. Participants were asked to
explicitly remember whether an item was valued or not valued and were given three possible
answer choices: 1) Valued-item ($$$), 2) No-value item, or 3) Unsure. Immediately
following participants’ value memory response they were asked to rate their confidence in
their response on a scale from 1 to 4 (1 = very unsure, 4 = very sure). The presentation order
of the value memory questions was randomized for each participant and the questions were
self-paced.
Participants answered the value memory questions for one half of the 80 ABC triads before
being tested on the directly learned and associative inference trials. After participants were
tested on the directly learned and associative inference trials, they completed the value
memory questions for the alternate half of the 80 ABC triads.

Author Manuscript

Directly Learned and Associative Inference Trials—Following the first half of the
value memory questions, participants were tested on directly learned (AB and BC) and
associative inference trials (AC). During each directly learned trial, a single cue individual
(e.g., an ‘A’ or ‘C’ individual) was presented at the top of the screen and two choice objects
were presented at the bottom of the screen (e.g., the correct ‘B’ object pairing and a lure ‘B’
object from a different ABC triad; see Figure 1). On the associative inference trials, a cue
individual (‘A’) was presented along with two individuals at the bottom of the screen (i.e.,
the correct ‘C’ individual from the ABC triad and a lure ‘C’ individual from another triad).
Participants were instructed on associative inference trials that the association between the
cue (‘A’) and the correct choice (‘C’) was indirect, mediated through an object (‘B’) that
shared an association with both the cue and the correct choice during encoding. Participants
were instructed to select one of the two choice objects/individuals presented or to respond
“neither” when they believed that the items had not been previously paired. The lure choice
options were pseudo-randomly sampled from different triads with the constraint being that
J Exp Psychol Gen. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 July 01.
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each lure option was of the same trial type as the correct option (e.g., if the correct option
was a ‘B’ item then the lure option was another familiar ‘B’ item from a different triad). All
directly learned and associative inference trials were self-paced. Importantly, for both
directly learned and associative inference trials, the incorrect choice was a familiar item that
had been studied in the context of another individual independent from the cue. Thus,
correct responses required retrieval of learned associations and could not be made based on
the familiarity of the choice. The presentation order of the trials was randomized with the
only constraint being that AC associative inference trials were shown before their
corresponding AB and BC directly learned trials in order to ensure that participants were not
able to form an association between ‘A’ and ‘C’ individuals during test. Following each of
the directly learned and associative inference trials, participants rated their confidence in
their response on a scale from 1 to 4 (1 = very unsure, 4 = very sure).

Author Manuscript

Coding of True Memory and False Value Transfer—True value memory was defined
as value memory questions for which the participant chose the correct value that was
associated with the currently cued item. False value transfer was defined as value memory
questions for which the participant chose the correct value associated with the overlapping
‘A’ (or ‘C’) item and attributed the value to the currently cued unrewarded ‘C’ (or ‘A’) item.
False value transfer was analyzed for ABC triads for which participants correctly inferred
the relationship between ‘A’ and ‘C’ compared to triads for which the inference was not
correctly made. Additionally, false value transfer was evaluated both before explicit retrieval
of the inference (i.e., before AC associative inference trials) and after inferential retrieval in
order to selectively compare the distinct effects of integration during encoding and flexible
recombination at retrieval on subsequent false value transfer.

Author Manuscript

Results and Discussion

Author Manuscript

Directly Learned and Associative Inference Trials—First we evaluated overall
accuracy on directly learned and associative inference trials. On average, participants were
accurate on 73% of directly learned trials (Mdirect = 0.73, SE = 0.02; range: 0.55 to 0.87) and
responded ‘neither’ on 2% of directly learned trials (Mneither = 0.02, SE = 0.007; range: 0 to
0.13). On average, participants were accurate on 63% of associative inference trials
(Massociative inference = 0.63, SE = 0.02; range: 0.33 to 0.75) and responded ‘neither’ on 7%
of associative inference trials (Mneither = 0.07, SE = 0.02; range: 0 to 0.38). Importantly,
memory performance for directly learned valued pairs was positively correlated with
performance for directly learned non-valued pairs (r = 0.58, p = .002), suggesting that there
was not a tradeoff between learning valued and non-valued pairs. Consistent with previous
research (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017; Zeithamova & Preston, 2010), we found that reaction
times on associative inference trials (Massociative inference = 4700 msec, SE = 408) were
significantly longer than directly learned trials (Mdirect = 3364 msec, SE = 251), suggesting
that an additional recombination-related retrieval mechanism was used for inferential versus
direct retrieval (t(24) = 6.52, p < .001, mean difference = 1336, 95% CI = [913, 1759], d =
1.30). Further, participants assigned significantly higher confidence ratings to their
responses on directly learned (Mdirect = 2.84, SE = 0.09) as compared to associative
inference trials (Massociative inference = 2.34, SE = 0.10), indicating that participants were
more confident in their memory for events that they had directly experienced as compared to
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those resulting from recombination (t(24) = 10.93, p < .001, mean difference = 0.50, 95% CI
= [0.41, 0.60], d = 2.18).

Author Manuscript
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False Value Transfer to unrewarded ‘A’ and ‘C’ items—To examine the effects of
flexible recombination during associative inference on subsequent false value transfer across
event boundaries, we examined the proportion of value memory questions for which the
participant chose the correct value associated with the overlapping ‘A’ (or ‘C’) item and
attributed the value to the currently cued unrewarded ‘C’ (or ‘A’) item with a 2 (time: before
vs. after inference retrieval) X 2 (inference: correct vs. incorrect inference) repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Importantly, only trials for which participants
correctly remembered the directly learned association were included in subsequent analyses.
Results revealed no main effect of time, F(1,24) < 1, p > .25, ηp2 = 0.03, no main effect of
inference, F(1,24) = 2.91, p = .10, ηp2 = 0.11, and a significant time by inference interaction,
F(1,24) = 5.69, p = .025, ηp2 = 0.19 (see Fig. 2). Participants more frequently falsely
attributed value to the overlapping event after successful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.49,
SE = 0.04) than before successful inference retrieval (Mbefore = 0.40, SE = 0.04; t(24) =
2.21, p = .037, mean difference = 0.09, 95% CI = [0.006, 0.17], d = 0.44). Further,
participants did not falsely attribute value more frequently to the overlapping event after
unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.37, SE = 0.05) than before unsuccessful
inference retrieval (Mbefore = 0.39, SE = 0.05; t(24) < 1, p > .25, mean difference = 0.03,
95% CI = [−0.07, 0.12], d = 0.11). Similarly, participants did not falsely attribute value more
frequently to the overlapping event before successful inference retrieval (Mcorrect = 0.40, SE
= 0.04) than before unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mincorrect = 0.39, SE = 0.05; t(24) < 1, p
> .25, mean difference = −0.01, 95% CI = [−0.09, 0.07], d = 0.05). Critically, participants
falsely attributed value more often to the overlapping event after successful inference
retrieval (Mcorrect = 0.49, SE = 0.04) than after unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mincorrect =
0.37, SE = 0.05; t(24) = 2.44, p = .022, mean difference = 0.12, 95% CI = [0.02, 0.22], d =
0.49), suggesting that recombination processes underlying successful inference at retrieval
can also lead to false transfer of value to unrewarded items (see Figure 3 and Supplemental
Table 1 for means and raw trial numbers).

Author Manuscript

False Value Transfer to unrewarded ‘B’ items—To examine the effects of flexible
recombination during associative inference on subsequent false value transfer within
associative pairs, we examined the proportion of value memory questions for which the
participant chose the correct value associated with the overlapping ‘A’ (or ‘C’) item and
attributed the value to the currently cued unrewarded ‘B’ item with a 2 (time: before vs. after
inference retrieval) X 2 (inference: correct vs. incorrect inference) repeated measures
ANOVA. Results revealed no main effect of time, F(1,24) < 1, p > .25, ηp2 = 0.02, no main
effect of inference, F(1,24) = 1.82, p = .19, ηp2 = 0.07, and no time by inference interaction,
F(1,24) = 1.67, p = .21, ηp2 = 0.07. Thus, false value transfer scores for unrewarded ‘B’
items were similar both before (Mbefore = 0.47, SE = 0.06) and after successful inference
retrieval (Mafter = 0.46, SE = 0.06). Additionally, false value transfer scores for unrewarded
‘B’ items were similar both before (Mbefore = 0.44, SE = 0.06) and after unsuccessful
inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.41, SE = 0.05).
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True Value Memory—To examine the effects of flexible recombination during retrieval on
subsequent true value memory, we examined correct responses on the value memory
questions with a 2 (time: before vs. after inference retrieval) X 2 (inference: correct vs.
incorrect inference) repeated measures ANOVA. Results revealed no main effect of time,
F(1,24) < 1, p > .25, ηp2 = 0.001, no time by inference interaction, F(1,24) = 1.01, p > .25,
ηp2 = 0.04, but a main effect of inference, F(1,24) = 4.49, p = .045, ηp2 = 0.16, where true
memory scores were moderately higher for unsuccessful (M = 0.52, SE = 0.03) than
successful inference (M = 0.49, SE = 0.02). True memory scores were similar both before
(Mbefore = 0.50, SE = 0.02) and after successful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.58, SE =
0.03). Additionally, true memory scores were similar both before (Mbefore = 0.51, SE = 0.04)
and after unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.53, SE = 0.02; see Figure 4).

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

In summary, the results of Experiment 1 showed that false value transfer scores were higher
for correct than incorrect inference trials, but only when the value memory test was given
after the associative inference test, during which recombination occurs. These findings help
to distinguish among the three competing hypotheses enumerated in the Introduction. Our
results support hypothesis 1 that recombination occurring during retrieval both enhances
associative inference performance and increases false transfer of value to memories for
unrewarded items. By contrast, the results failed to support hypothesis 2 that integrative
encoding is responsible for false value transfer, because this hypothesis predicts that false
value transfer scores should be higher for correct as compared to incorrect inference trials
regardless of whether the value memory tests are given before or after the associative
inference test. The results also allow us to reject hypothesis 3, which claims no relation
between recombination during retrieval and false value transfer, because we found clear
evidence for such a relation. Thus, Experiment 1 extends to the novel domain of false value
transfer a parallel pattern of results previously reported for contextual details by Carpenter
and Schacter (2017), who found that participants were more prone to false memories that
resulted from mistakenly combining contextual scene details from related episodes
following successful inferences about the relations between these episodes, but only when
these details were probed after the associative inference test.

Experiment 2

Author Manuscript

In Experiment 2, we attempt to replicate and extend the critical results of Experiment 1 by
investigating the specificity of the effects produced by retrieval-related recombination
processes underlying successful inference on false transfer of value to previously
unrewarded items. To address this issue, participants learned overlapping AB and BC pairs
where one item in the ABC triad was either a high- or low-value item (compared to valued
or no-value in Experiment 1). During both value-transfer tests, given before and after the
directly learned and associative inference trials, participants were asked to remember the
specific value (i.e., high- or low-value) associated with each individual item. That is,
Experiment 2 investigated whether the falsely transferred reward-context tied to a previously
unrewarded item includes information as to the context’s specific degree of value (i.e., highor low-value), thus going beyond the valued/no-value distinction used in Experiment 1.
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Participants—25 young adults (mean age = 20.70, SD = 2.39; 14 female) were recruited
via advertisements at Boston University and Harvard University. The procedures regarding
recruitment, eligibility criteria, informed consent and ethical guidelines were identical to
Experiment 1. One participant was excluded from all subsequent analyses because they were
accurate on less than 4 percent of the associative inference trials; thus, our final sample
consisted of 24 participants.

Author Manuscript

Summary of the Procedure—Participants came to the lab for two sessions, separated by
a 48-hour delay. The design parameters and stimuli presented during the first session were
the same as in Experiment 1 with one modification: 20 pairs of the AB encoding task
identified the ‘A’ item as a high-value item (i.e., $$$ - $2.00 reward), whereas 20 pairs
identified the ‘A’ item as a low-value item (i.e., $ - $0.10 reward). The remaining 40 pairs
did not associate any value with the ‘A’ item (i.e., no-value item). For the 40 no-value pairs,
20 of the corresponding ‘C’ items during the BC encoding task were identified as high-value
items, whereas the other 20 ‘C’ items were identified as low-value items. If a triad’s ‘A’
item was associated with any value (i.e., either high- or low-value items), the corresponding
‘C’ item was not associated with any value (i.e., no-value item). Participants received one of
four versions of the AB encoding task such that all value associations were counterbalanced
across participants, where each ‘A’ or ‘C’ item was associated with high-, low-, or no-value
equally often.

Author Manuscript

Similar to Experiment 1, participants were instructed to learn both the direct associations
(i.e., AB, BC) and the indirect associations (i.e., AC) along with the specific value
associated with each item. Participants were told that if they were able to remember all of
the information that was tied to valued item (i.e., specific value information, direct
association and indirect association) they would receive this reward at the end of the second
session. Identical to Experiment 1, participants were instructed to use the same encoding
strategy for high-value and low-value pairs (Hennessee, Castel & Knowlton, 2017; Wolosin
et al., 2013) and were asked to provide a judgment of learning following each pair.
The design parameters and stimuli presented during the second session were the same in
Experiment 2 as in Experiment 1 with one modification: Participants were asked to
explicitly remember the specific value of the currently cued item and were given four
possible answer choices: 1) High-value item ($$$), 2) Low-value item ($), 3) No-value item,
or 4) Unsure. The test of directly learned (AB and BC) and associative inference trials (AC)
was the same in Experiment 2 as in Experiment 1.

Author Manuscript

Coding of True Memory and False Value Transfer—True value memory was defined
as value memory questions for which the participant chose the correct specific value (i.e.,
high- vs. low-value) that was associated with the currently cued item. False value transfer
was defined as value memory questions for which the participant chose the correct specific
value (i.e., high- vs. low-value) associated with the overlapping ‘A’ (or ‘C’) item and
attributed the value to the currently cued unrewarded ‘C’ (or ‘A’) item. False value transfer
was analyzed for ABC triads for which participants correctly inferred the relationship
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between ‘A’ and ‘C’ compared to triads for which the inference was not correctly made.
Additionally, false value transfer was evaluated both before explicit retrieval of the inference
(i.e., before AC associative inference trials) and after inferential retrieval in order to
selectively compare the distinct effects of integration during encoding and flexible
recombination at retrieval on subsequent false value transfer.
Results and Discussion

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Directly Learned and Associative Inference Trials—First we evaluated overall
accuracy on directly learned and associative inference trials. On average, participants were
accurate on 67% of directly learned trials (Mdirect = 0.67, SE = 0.03; range: 0.43 to 0.84) and
responded ‘neither’ on 9% of directly learned trials (Mneither = 0.09, SE = 0.03; range: 0 to
0.53). On average, participants were accurate on 54% of associative inference trials
(Massociative inference = 0.54, SE = 0.03; range: 0.14 to 0.77) and responded ‘neither’ on 20%
of associative inference trials (Mneither = 0.20, SE = 0.05; range: 0 to 0.78). Importantly,
memory performance for directly learned high-value pairs was positively correlated with
performance for directly learned low-value pairs (r = 0.80, p < .001), suggesting that there
was not a tradeoff between learning high-value and low-value pairs. Consistent with
previous research (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017; Zeithamova & Preston, 2010), we found
significantly longer reaction times on associative inference trials (Massociative inference = 4491
msec, SE = 251) as compared to directly learned trials (Mdirect = 3037 msec, SE = 118),
suggesting that an additional recombination-related retrieval mechanism was used for
inferential versus direct retrieval (t(23) = 8.17, p < .001, mean difference = 1.45, 95% CI =
[1.09, 1.82], d = 1.67). Further, participants assigned significantly higher confidence ratings
to their responses on directly learned (Mdirect = 2.83, SE = 0.10) as compared to associative
inference trials (Massociative inference = 2.39, SE = 0.09), indicating that participants were
more confident in their memory for events that they had directly experienced as compared to
those resulting from recombination (t(23) = 7.20, p < .001, mean difference = 0.44, 95% CI
= [0.31, 0.56], d = 1.47).

Author Manuscript

False Value Transfer to unrewarded ‘A’ and ‘C’ items—To examine the effects of
flexible recombination during associative inference on subsequent false value transfer across
event boundaries, we examined the proportion of value memory questions for which the
participant chose the correct value associated with the overlapping ‘A’ (or ‘C’) item and
attributed the value to the currently cued unrewarded ‘C’ (or ‘A’) item with a 2 (time: before
vs. after inference retrieval) X 2 (inference: correct vs. incorrect inference) repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Importantly, only trials for which participants
correctly remembered the directly learned association were included in subsequent analyses.
Results revealed no main effect of time, F(1,23) = 1.23, p > 0.25, ηp2 = 0.05, no main effect
of inference, F(1,23) < 1, p >.25, ηp2 = 0.005, but a significant time by inference interaction,
F(1,23) = 11.53, p = .002, ηp2 = 0.33 (see Fig. 2). Participants more frequently falsely
attributed value to the overlapping event after successful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.28,
SE = 0.03) than before successful inference retrieval (Mbefore = 0.20, SE = 0.02; t(23) =
2.48, p = .018, mean difference = 0.08, 95% CI = [0.01, 0.14], d = 0.51). Further,
participants did not falsely attribute value more frequently to the overlapping event after
unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.23, SE = 0.03) than before unsuccessful
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inference retrieval (Mbefore = 0.24, SE = 0.03; t(23) < 1, p > .25, mean difference = −0.02,
95% CI = [−0.08, 0.05], d = 0.09). Similarly, participants did not falsely attribute value more
frequently to the overlapping event before successful inference retrieval (Mcorrect = 0.20, SE
= 0.02) than before unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mincorrect = 0.24, SE = 0.03; t(23) =
1.73, p = .10, mean difference = −0.04, 95% CI = [−0.09, 0.008], d = 0.34). Critically,
participants falsely attributed value more often to the overlapping event after successful
inference retrieval (Mcorrect = 0.28, SE = 0.03) than after unsuccessful inference retrieval
(Mincorrect = 0.23, SE = 0.03; t(23) = 2.34, p = .028, mean difference = 0.05, 95% CI =
[0.006, 0.10], d = 0.47), suggesting that recombination processes underlying successful
inference at retrieval can also lead to false transfer of value to unrewarded items (see Figure
5 and Supplemental Table 1 for means and raw trial numbers).

Author Manuscript

False Value Transfer to unrewarded ‘B’ items—To examine the effects of flexible
recombination mechanisms during associative inference on subsequent false value transfer
within associative pairs, we examined the proportion of value memory questions for which
the participant chose the correct value associated with the overlapping ‘A’ (or ‘C’) item and
attributed the value to the currently cued unrewarded ‘B’ item with a 2 (time: before vs. after
inference retrieval) X 2 (inference: correct vs. incorrect inference) repeated measures
ANOVA. Results revealed no main effect of time, F(1,23) < 1, p > .25, ηp2 = 0.001, no main
effect of inference, F(1,23) = 1.32, p = 0.26, ηp2 = 0.05, and no time by inference
interaction, F(1,23) < 1, p > .25, ηp2 = 0.002. Thus, false value transfer scores for
unrewarded ‘B’ items were similar both before (Mbefore = 0.30, SE = 0.03) and after
successful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.30, SE = 0.04). Additionally, false value transfer
scores for unrewarded ‘B’ items were similar both before (Mbefore = 0.26, SE = 0.03) and
after unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.27, SE = 0.03).

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

True Value Memory—To examine the effects of flexible recombination mechanisms
during retrieval on subsequent true value memory, we examined correct responses on the
value memory questions with a 2 (time: before vs. after inference retrieval) X 2 (inference:
correct vs. incorrect inference) repeated measures ANOVA. Results revealed no main effect
of time, F(1,23) = 1.31, p > .25, ηp2 = 0.05, no main effect of inference, F(1,23) < 1, p > .25,
ηp2 = 0.01, and no time by inference interaction, F(1,23) = 1.56, p = .22, ηp2 = 0.06. Thus,
true memory scores were similar both before (Mbefore = 0.51, SE = 0.03) and after
successful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.44, SE = 0.05; t(23) = 1.74, p = .096, mean
difference = 0.07, 95% CI = [−0.01, 0.16], d = 0.36). Additionally, true memory scores were
similar both before (Mbefore = 0.49, SE = 0.04) and after unsuccessful inference retrieval
(Mafter = 0.48, SE = 0.05; t(23) < 1, p > .25, mean difference = 0.01, 95% CI = [−0.09,
0.11], d = 0.06; see Figure 4).
In summary, the results of Experiment 2 provide further evidence that flexible recombination
processes required for successful associative inference also produce increases in the
frequency with which participants falsely transfer value to an overlapping event under
conditions in which the falsely transferred reward-context includes information about the
context’s specific degree of value (i.e., high- or low-value): false value transfer scores
increased significantly after but not before successful compared to unsuccessful inferential
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retrieval. These findings build on those from Experiment 1 showing false value transfer for a
valued/no-value contrast, and again extend our earlier false memory effects for contextual
scene details (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017), and provide additional evidence for a link
between processes that support successful inferential retrieval and those that allow for the
updating of the reward-contexts associated with previously unrewarded events. If associative
inference related processes did not affect participants’ memory for the value associated with
previously learned events, then false value transfer scores would not have differed for correct
and incorrect inferences, but they did. As in Experiment 1, our finding that the observed
increase in false value transfer scores occurred only after the associative inference test was
given implicates recombination during retrieval as the source of the effect, rather than
integration during encoding.

Author Manuscript

Further, true memory scores and false value transfer to unrewarded ‘B’ items showed no
relationship to correct versus incorrect inferential retrieval either before or after the
associative inference test was presented. The lack of a difference in true memory scores
indicates that the observed updating of reward-context as a result of successful inference is
selective to the updating of events that were previously unrewarded. The lack of a difference
in false value transfer to unrewarded ‘B’ items indicates that a retrieval-related
recombination mechanism that supports successful inference is selectively involved in the
transfer or false binding of reward-context across event boundaries. Thus, our results
specifically speak to the transfer of a positive reward-context across distinct events to an
unrewarded item that was indirectly linked to the rewarded item following the reactivation
and recombination of both AB and BC events that allows for successful inference.

Experiment 3
Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Experiments 1 and 2 have provided evidence for false value transfer using tests that probe
explicit recall of value context. In Experiment 3, we asked whether retrieval-related
recombination processes underlying successful inference also contribute to implicit biasing
of future decisions between two previously unrewarded items. To address this issue,
participants were asked to choose between two unrewarded items, selecting the “luckier”
item for potential winnings awarded at the end of the experiment (i.e., decision bias test;
Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). Previous research using a similar decision bias test indeed
found evidence for false value transfer to an unrewarded item that was directly paired with a
rewarded item following multiple repetitions during encoding (Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012).
In contrast, our manipulation of interest concerns single-trial learning and targets
recombination mechanisms during retrieval rather than integration during encoding. In order
to directly test the role of recombination during retrieval as compared to integration during
encoding on subsequent decision bias, implicit decision bias tests were given before the test
of direct (AB, BC) and indirect (AC) associations for one half of the AB and BC pairs, and
for the other half, the preference tests were given after the tests of direct and indirect
associations. Because the results of Experiment 2 showed that false value transfer following
successful inference was specific to the level of value associated with the reward context
(i.e., high- vs. low-value reward context), in Experiment 3 we utilized this manipulation of
degree of value and compared decision bias scores for unrewarded items from high- and
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low-value triads (rather than unrewarded items from valued vs. no-value triads from
Experiment 1).
Our logic for Experiment 3 closely follows that of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2:

Author Manuscript

1.

If recombination during retrieval both enhances associative inference
performance and biases implicit decisions, then decision bias scores should be
higher for correct than incorrect inference trials, but only when the decision bias
test is given after the associative inference test (during which recombination
occurs).

2.

If decision bias scores are higher for correct as compared to incorrect inference
trials independent on whether the decision bias tests are given before or after the
associative inference test, then these effects are consistent with integrative
encoding processes.

3.

If there is no link at all between recombination during retrieval and implicit
decision bias then there should be no difference between the decision bias scores
for correct and incorrect inference trials regardless of when the decision bias
tests are given.

Method
Participants—24 young adults (mean age = 20.20, SD = 1.79; 16 female) were recruited
via advertisements at Boston University and Harvard University. The procedures regarding
recruitment, eligibility criteria, informed consent and ethical guidelines were identical to
Experiments 1 and 2.

Author Manuscript

Summary of the Procedure—Participants came to the lab for two sessions, separated by
a 48-hour delay. The design parameters and stimuli presented during the first session were
the same in Experiment 3 as in Experiment 2. During the second session, Experiment 3
utilized a decision bias test before and after the test of directly learned (AB and BC) and
associative inference trials (AC). The test of directly learned and associative inference trials
was the same in Experiment 3 as in Experiment 2. Following both sets of decision bias trials
and all of the directly learned/associative inference trials, participants completed all of the
value memory test trials for the 80 ABC triads in the same manner as described for
Experiment 2.

Author Manuscript

Decision Bias Test—In accordance with previous research utilizing a similar decision
bias test, participants were presented with 160 pairs of items that they had previously seen
during the first session and were asked to select the “luckier” item for potential winnings at
the end of the second session. Participants were given a short response time (2.5s) to make
their choice, in order to ensure that they were not recalling the direct and indirect
associations for both options before making their choice (Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012).
Following each decision, participants were asked to rate the level of their preference for the
item that they previously chose on a scale from 1 to 4 (1 = no preference, 4 = high
preference). Participants’ responses on the preference rating were self-paced. For items that
were rewarded, high-value items were always paired with a low-value item of the same item
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type. For example, a high-value ‘A’ item was always paired with a low-value ‘A’ item,
whereas a high-value ‘C’ item was always paired with a low-value ‘C’ item. For items that
were previously unrewarded, items that were indirectly associated with a high-value item
were always paired with items that were indirectly associated with a low-value item of the
same item type. For example, if the ‘A’ item in the triad was a high-value item, the
corresponding ‘C’ item in that triad was paired with another unrewarded ‘C’ item that was
indirectly linked to a low-value ‘A’ item. For these critical trials of interest, participants
were asked to choose between two unrewarded ‘C’ items and thus should have no significant
level of decision bias.

Author Manuscript

In accordance with previous research using a similar decision bias task, all trials were
presented at random and participants completed four repetitions of each trial randomly
interspersed (Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). Participants answered the decision bias questions
for one half of the 80 ABC triads before being tested on the directly learned and associative
inference trials. After participants were tested on the directly learned and associative
inference trials, they completed the decision bias questions for the alternate half of the 80
ABC triads.
Results

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Directly Learned and Associative Inference Trials—Again we evaluated overall
accuracy on directly learned and associative inference trials. On average, participants were
accurate on 67% of directly learned trials (Mdirect = 0.67, SE = 0.03; range: 0.44 to 0.86) and
responded ‘neither’ on 3% of directly learned trials (Mneither = 0.03, SE = 0.02; range: 0 to
0.33). On average, participants were accurate on 61% of associative inference trials
(Massociative inference = 0.61, SE = 0.03; range: 0.30 to 0.79) and responded ‘neither’ on 5%
of associative inference trials (Mneither = 0.05, SE = 0.03; range: 0 to 0.59). Importantly,
memory performance for directly learned high-value pairs was positively correlated with
performance for directly learned low-value pairs (r = 0.83, p < .001), again suggesting that
there was not a tradeoff between learning high-value and low-value pairs. We found
significantly longer reaction times on associative inference trials (Massociative inference = 3638
msec, SE = 324) as compared to directly learned trials (Mdirect = 2737 msec, SE = 190),
suggesting an additional recombination-related retrieval mechanism is elicited for inferential
versus direct retrieval (t(23) = 5.17, p < .001, mean difference = 0.90, 95% CI = [0.54, 1.26],
d = 1.06). Further, participants assigned significantly higher confidence ratings to their
responses on directly learned (Mdirect = 2.78, SE = 0.06) as compared to associative
inference trials (Massociative inference = 2.32, SE = 0.07), indicating that participants were
more confident in their memory for events that they had directly experienced as compared to
those resulting from recombination (t(23) = 8.63, p < .001, mean difference = 0.47, 95% CI
= [0.35, 0.58], d = 1.76).
Decision Bias Scores—To examine the effects of flexible recombination during
associative inference on subsequent implicit decision bias, we examined the proportion of
decision bias trials for which the participant chose the unrewarded item that was indirectly
linked to a high-value item as compared to a low-value item with a 2 (time: before vs. after
inference retrieval) X 2 (inference: correct vs. incorrect inference) repeated measures
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ANOVA. Importantly, only trials for which participants correctly remembered the directly
learned association were included in subsequent analyses. Results revealed no main effect of
time, F(1,23) < 1, p > .25, ηp2 = 0.004, a main effect of inference, F(1,23) = 5.13, p = .03,
ηp2 = 0.18, and a significant time by inference interaction, F(1,23) = 4.39, p = .05, ηp2 =
0.16 (see Fig. 3). Participants more frequently chose the unrewarded item that was indirectly
linked to the high-value item after successful inference retrieval (Mafter = 0.61, SE = 0.04)
than before successful inference retrieval (Mbefore = 0.52, SE = 0.03; t(23) = 2.07, p = .05,
mean difference = 0.09, 95% CI = [0.00, 0.18], d = 0.42). Further, participants did not
choose the unrewarded high-value item more frequently after unsuccessful inference
retrieval (Mafter = 0.43, SE = 0.05) than before unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mbefore =
0.50, SE = 0.04; t(23) = 1.09, p > .25, mean difference = −0.07, 95% CI = [−0.20, 0.06], d =
0.22). Similarly, participants did not choose the unrewarded high-value item more often
before successful inference retrieval (Mcorrect = 0.52, SE = 0.03) than before unsuccessful
inference retrieval (Mincorrect = 0.50, SE = 0.04; t(23) < 1, p > .25, mean difference = 0.02,
95% CI = [−0.09, 0.13], d = 0.07). Critically, participants chose the unrewarded high-value
item more frequently after successful inference retrieval (Mcorrect = 0.61, SE = 0.04) than
after unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mincorrect = 0.43, SE = 0.05; t(23) = 2.87, p = .009,
mean difference = 0.18, 95% CI = [0.05, 0.31], d = 0.59), suggesting that recombination
processes underlying successful inference at retrieval can also bias participants choice
toward unrewarded items that were indirectly tied to a high-value item (see Figure 6 and
Supplemental Table 1 for means and raw trial numbers).

Author Manuscript

Importantly, in order to determine whether our decision bias scores were significantly
different from chance we conducted a one-sample t-test comparing all conditions to chance
(i.e., 0.50). Critically, the only condition in which decision bias scores significantly differed
from chance was after successful inference (Mcorrect = 0.61, SE = 0.04; t(23) = 2.88, p = .
008, mean difference = 0.11, 95% CI = [0.03, 0.19], d = 0.59). No significant differences
from chance were found after unsuccessful inference (Mincorrect = 0.43, SE = 0.05; t(23) =
1.43, p = .17, mean difference = −0.07, 95% CI = [−0.17, 0.03], d = 0.29), before successful
inference (Mcorrect = 0.52, SE = 0.03; t(23) < 1, p > .25, mean difference = 0.02, 95% CI =
[−0.04, 0.07], d = 0.12) or before unsuccessful inference (Mincorrect = 0.50, SE = 0.04; t(23)
< 1, p > .25, mean difference = −0.001, 95% CI = [−0.09, 0.09], d = 0.007).

Author Manuscript

False Value Transfer to unrewarded ‘A’ and ‘C’ items—To examine the effects of
flexible recombination mechanisms during associative inference on subsequent false value
transfer across event boundaries, we examined the proportion of value memory questions for
which the participant chose the correct value associated with the overlapping ‘A’ (or ‘C’)
item and attributed the value to the currently cued unrewarded ‘C’ (or ‘A’) item with a
paired samples t-test comparing trials for which participants got the inference correct to
incorrect inference trials. Critically, the value memory test for Experiment 3 differs from
Experiment 2 in that all of the value memory questions were tested after all of the directly
learned and associative inference trials. Consistent with results from Experiment 2,
participants falsely attributed value more often to the overlapping event after successful
inference retrieval (Mcorrect = 0.28, SE = 0.02) than after unsuccessful inference retrieval
(Mincorrect = 0.21, SE = 0.03; t(23) = 2.52, p = .019, mean difference = 0.07, 95% CI = [0.01,
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0.13], d = 0.51), suggesting that recombination processes underlying successful inference at
retrieval can also lead to false transfer of value to unrewarded items.
False Value Transfer to unrewarded ‘B’ items—To examine the effects of flexible
recombination mechanisms during associative inference on subsequent false value transfer
within associative pairs, we examined the proportion of value memory questions for which
the participant chose the correct value associated with the overlapping ‘A’ (or ‘C’) item and
attributed the value to the currently cued unrewarded ‘B’ item with a paired samples t-test
comparing trials for which participants got the inference correct to incorrect inference trials.
Results revealed no significant difference between false value transfer scores for unrewarded
‘B’ items following successful inference retrieval (Mcorrect = 0.30, SE = 0.03) compared to
after unsuccessful inference retrieval (Mincorrect = 0.25, SE = 0.03; t(23) = 1.50, p = .16,
mean difference = 0.04, 95% CI = [0.02, 0.10], d = 0.30).
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True Value Memory—To examine the effects of flexible recombination mechanisms
during retrieval on subsequent true value memory, we examined correct responses on the
value memory questions with a paired-samples t-test. Consistent with results from
Experiment 2, results revealed no significant difference in the proportion of correct
responses on the value memory test for correct (Mcorrect = 0.40, SE = 0.02) as compared to
incorrect inference trials (Mincorrect = 0.41, SE = 0.02; t(23) < 1, p > .25, mean difference =
0.007, 95% CI = [−0.03, 0.05], d = 0.08).
Discussion
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The results of Experiment 3 replicate and extend the false value transfer results of
Experiments 1 and 2. Critically, results of the decision bias test from Experiment 3 support
the role of recombination during retrieval in both successful associative inference and
biasing implicit decisions. That is, participants’ implicit decision bias scores were
significantly higher following correct than incorrect inference trials, but only when the
decision bias test was given after the associative inference test during which the overlapping
AB and BC associations are reactivated and flexibly recombined in order to infer the
relationship between ‘A’ and ‘C.’ Results revealed no significant difference in decision bias
scores for correct as compared to incorrect inference when the decision bias test was given
before inferential retrieval. In sum, the current results support the role of a recombinationrelated retrieval mechanism in both the explicit transfer of reward-context to a previously
unrewarded item that was indirectly linked to a rewarded item (Experiments 1 and 2) and
biasing subsequent value-based decision-making when participants are required to choose
between two previously unrewarded items (Experiment 3).
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General Discussion
The three experiments reported here provide evidence that the same flexible retrieval
mechanism that supports successful inferential retrieval also allows for the systematic
updating of reward-contexts that bias novel value-based decisions. Experiments 1 and 2
provided evidence that flexible retrieval processes required for successful associative
inference also produce increases in false value transfer scores when the value memory test is
given after the test of directly learned and associative inference trials. Experiment 2
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replicated and extended the results of Experiment 1 by providing evidence that the specific
value (i.e., high- and low-value) associated with an item is more frequently transferred to an
overlapping non-valued item only following successful inference. The results of Experiment
3 extend those of Experiments 1 and 2 by providing evidence that recombination-related
retrieval processes underlying successful inference also contribute to the implicit biasing of
participants’ future decisions when they are asked to choose between two previously
unrewarded items that were indirectly tied to rewarded items of differing value (i.e.,
indirectly associated with a high- or low-value item). Thus, whereas Experiment 1 showed
that general reward-context (i.e., valued vs. no-value) can be falsely transferred and biases
novel decisions following successful inference as compared to unsuccessful inference,
Experiments 2 and 3 provide evidence that these effects can also occur for a specific rewardcontext (i.e., high- vs. low-value reward). That is, only following successful inference,
participants more frequently transferred the specific reward-context from the rewarded item
to the unrewarded item (e.g., high-value ‘A’ item results in an unrewarded ‘C’ item as being
remembered as a high-value ‘C’ item; Experiment 2). Further, when choosing between two
unrewarded items where one is indirectly linked to a high-value item and the other is
indirectly linked to a low-value item (Experiment 3), participants more frequently chose the
unrewarded item that was indirectly linked to a high-value item following successful
inference than unsuccessful inference.
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These data provide direct experimental support for the idea that a mechanism that flexibly
retrieves and recombines elements from distinct events in order to make novel connections
that have not been directly experienced also supports the biased updating of specific value
representations across distinct contexts, particularly when the original events have only been
experienced once. More generally, our results add to the growing evidence supporting the
role of episodic memory processes in novel value-based decision-making (Murty et al.,
2016; Palombo, Keane &Verfaellie, 2015; Schacter et al., 2015; Shohamy & Daw, 2015;
Wimmer & Büchel, 2016; Wolosin, Zeithamova, & Preston, 2012, 2013).
Flexible Retrieval and Integrative Encoding
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As noted in the Introduction, previous research suggests that both integrative encoding
processes and flexible recombination mechanisms during retrieval play a role in successful
associative inference (Shohamy & Wagner, 2008; Zeithamova & Preston, 2010). If
integrative encoding is responsible for false value transfer or biased value-based decisionmaking in our current paradigm, then there should be higher false value transfer and
decision bias scores for successful than unsuccessful inferential retrieval before the
associative inference test; however, our results revealed such effects only when the value
memory and decision bias tests were given after the associative inference test. Previous
research identifying the role of integration during encoding on successful associative
inference has focused on instances where participants are able to learn the associations over
multiple repetitions, thus providing participants with more opportunities to bind the
overlapping AB and BC associations during the encoding phase (Shohamy & Wagner, 2008;
Zeithamova, Dominick & Preston, 2012). Critically, our paradigm utilizes single-trial
learning that targets flexible recombination mechanisms during successful inferential
retrieval (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017). While our results provide evidence for the link
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between recombination-related retrieval mechanisms and subsequent false value transfer and
decision bias, they do not rule out a similar link to integrative encoding under different
experimental conditions that more strongly target integrative encoding processes. Thus, it is
possible that under conditions where associations (AB and BC) are learned over multiple
repetitions during the encoding phase, integrative encoding may contribute to the type of
false value transfer across distinct events and value-based decision bias that we observed
here.
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Moreover, even under the current set of experimental conditions, it is theoretically possible
that integrative encoding contributes to, and is perhaps even necessary for, increased false
value transfer and decision bias for successful associative inference. By this view, false value
transfer and decision bias scores are increased for successful vs. unsuccessful inferences
only after the inference test is given because the inference test serves to remind participants
of a novel connection previously established via integrative encoding; increased false value
transfer and decision bias for successful inference are not observed prior to the inference test
because participants “forget” the across-episode link established by integrative encoding and
require a test-based reminder to retrieve that link. It is well known that test trials can serve as
powerful promoters of encoding and subsequent retention (Karpicke, 2012; Roediger &
Karpicke, 2006), and we believe that our findings can be viewed as another example of a
kind of “testing effect”. However, it is unclear why participants would forget the acrossepisode link established by integrative encoding and require a reminder of it during testing.
Thus, while we cannot rule out that integrative encoding played some role in our key
findings, we believe that our proposal that flexible recombination during the associative
inference test produces the observed false value transfer and decision bias effects is more
parsimonious than an account that seeks to attribute the effects to a combination of
integrative encoding and test-based reminding. Even though this issue cannot be settled
definitively, the current results highlight that successful associative inference results in a
more integrated representation, and that a byproduct of this flexible integration or
recombination is that elements of one event may be mistakenly bound to the overlapping
event. This is true whether 1) integration occurs during encoding and is further strengthened
by the retrieval of the integrated representation, or 2) the recombination occurs specifically
during retrieval. Nonetheless, future research should attempt to examine the role of
integrative encoding mechanisms on both subsequent false value transfer and value-based
decision-making.
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More generally, in line with arguments made by Carpenter and Schacter (2017), we do not
think that the present results should be conceived within a simple encoding-retrieval
dichotomy. Memory researchers have known for decades that encoding processes involve
retrieval and vice versa (e.g., Brainerd, Howe, & Desrochers, 1982; Howe, 1988; Schacter,
2001a). Thus in the present paradigm integrative encoding requires some amount of retrieval
(i.e., during study of BC, participants retrieve an overlapping AB pair in order to encode an
integrated ABC representation), and flexible retrieval results in some degree of encoding
that produces subsequent false value transfer and decision bias. Still, our data reveal clear
differences in patterns of false value transfer and decision bias before and after the
associative inference test.
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Although we are not aware of any prior studies that have specifically linked successful
associative inference with false value transfer and value-based decision-making, as noted
earlier previous research has shown that specific reward-contexts can affect the value
attributed to unrewarded items that were previously tied to the rewarded item (Wimmer &
Shohamy, 2012). Importantly, there are several differences between the current experiments
and previous research by Wimmer and Shohamy (2012). Namely, past research required
participants to learn the direct relationships between two items implicitly over many
repeated trials, and thus they were not required to recombine elements in order to infer the
relationship between two distinct episodes (Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). By contrast, in the
current experiments participants were only exposed to the paired items once and were
explicitly told to learn both the reward-context (i.e., no-value, low-value or high-value) and
the direct relationship between two simultaneously presented items (AB or BC). Further, in
our experiments participants were aware that they would be tested on the indirect
relationship between ‘A’ and ‘C’, which required them to infer the relationship between the
two overlapping yet distinct episodes. Thus, while results from Wimmer and Shohamy
(2012) provide strong support for an additional mechanism that is responsible for the
updating of value representations during the learning phase, thus bypassing the need for
effortful recombination at the time of retrieval or decision (for review see Shohamy & Daw,
2015), the current experiments more specifically target the role of a recombination-related
retrieval mechanism on subsequent reward-context memory and value-based decisionmaking. Accordingly, although our results do not indicate generalization or spreading of the
reward-context across items in the ABC triad during encoding, they do not preclude the
possibility that similar patterns of reward-context spreading within and potentially across
overlapping associations would emerge under experimental conditions more similar to those
used by Wimmer and Shohamy (2012) (i.e., utilizing an implicit encoding paradigm and
targeting integrative encoding mechanisms across multiple repetitions). It is likely that the
explicit encoding instructions and single-trial learning conditions used here are not sufficient
to support such generalized spreading of reward-contexts because participants are not given
multiple opportunities to strongly bind the item and its associate to the specific rewardcontext.
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How does successful inferential retrieval both support the transfer of reward-context across
event boundaries and bias novel value-based decisions? We suggest that the pattern of results
found here reflects the operation of two distinct mechanisms: reward-related learning (Murty
et al., 2016; Wimmer & Büchel, 2016; Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012; Wolosin, Zeithamova &
Preston, 2012, 2013) and flexible recombination-related retrieval processes (Carpenter &
Schacter, 2017; Hupbach, Gomez, Hardt, & Nadel, 2007; Schacter & Addis, 2007a, 2007b;
St. Jacques & Schacter, 2013). Reward-related learning processes allow one to encode the
relationship between a specific reward-context and a currently cued item, thereby linking a
specific item to its potential future value (Murty et al., 2016; Wimmer & Büchel, 2016;
Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012; Wolosin, Zeithamova & Preston, 2012, 2013). Thus,
representations of previously experienced events include the specific information identifying
the reward-context in which the information was encoded, which affects subsequent valuebased decision-making. That is, participants are more likely to choose an option if it was
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previously associated (either directly or indirectly) with a positive outcome (Murty et al.,
2016; Wimmer & Büchel, 2016; Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). Further, previous research
suggests that the reward-context tied to a previously learned item can spread to an associated
item, indirectly linking the unrewarded associate to the reward-context itself (Wimmer &
Shohamy, 2012). Thus, reward-related learning mechanisms may allow for the
generalization or spreading of value within associative pairs (Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012;
for a discussion of how this spreading of value affects memory see Loh, Deacon, de Boer,
Dolan & Duzel, 2016).
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However, reward-related learning and the generalization of reward-context within
associative pairs alone cannot account for the key findings of our experiments – that
increased false value transfer and implicit decision bias scores were observed for correct
inference trials, but only when the value memory and decision bias tests were given after the
associative inference tests. In order for reward-contexts to be transferred across distinct
event boundaries, our results implicate retrieval-mediated recombination processes where
elements of both overlapping events (i.e., AB and BC) are reactivated and recombined in
order to link items ‘A’ and ‘C’ based on their shared relationship with item ‘B.’ That is,
when people make the correct inference about the relationship between elements from
overlapping yet distinct episodes (i.e., AC), they may more fully bind the reward-context
associated with item ‘A’ to their representation of the unrewarded item ‘C.’ Thus, previously
unrewarded items may gain a positive value simply by way of co-activating and recombining
elements of previously distinct experiences (for a similar mechanistic account see Carpenter
& Schacter, 2017, and see Bridge & Voss, 2014a, 2014b, for additional discussion of crossepisode binding and memory distortion). These findings fit well with previous research
showing that reactivating and recombining elements of distinct past events in order to
simulate possible future experiences allows one to link the prospective scenario to
experienced past and expected future rewards (Benoit, Gilbert & Burgess, 2011; Benoit et
al., 2014; Schacter, et al., 2015). From this perspective, in our experimental paradigm false
value transfer and value-based decision bias arise when overlapping AB and BC
relationships (along with their specific reward-context) are reactivated and flexibly
recombined in order to encode the novel inference between the previously unrelated ‘A’ and
‘C’ items. Consistent with our current results, findings from Benoit et al. (2014) suggest that
integrating elements from distinct autobiographical memories in order to imagine a possible
future event allows one to process the affective quality of the future episode. Therefore,
previous evidence supports the ideas that 1) reward-contexts can transfer affective value
within previously learned associations and 2) simulating potential future episodes allows one
to link elements of the simulated future episode to a previously experienced reward. The
present studies add to these findings by providing novel evidence that the same flexible
recombination mechanisms that support the ability to link together elements from two
distinct events, such as associative inference, also increases false value transfer of a specific
reward-context to a previously unrewarded item and further biases novel value-based
decision-making.
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While all three experiments reported here focus on recombination-related retrieval processes
that occurred during the associative inference test for successful inference (AC) trials,
participants were also tested for AB and BC items that did appear together previously. Thus,
it is possible that the increases in false value transfer and decision bias scores are linked to
retrieval of directly learned associations. However, two key features of our data speak
strongly against this possibility. First, if retrieval of directly learned associations were
responsible for the increase in false value transfer and decision bias scores, then scores after
the associative inference test should have been similar for both successful and unsuccessful
inferential retrieval. Second, if testing of directly learned pairs were responsible for the
increase in false value transfer and decision bias scores after as compared to before the
associative inference test, then these effects should have been found for unsuccessful
inference trials because only triads for which participants were able to remember the directly
learned associations were included in the subsequent analyses. Importantly, in neither
experiment did we find significant differences in false value transfer or decision bias scores
before as compared to after unsuccessful inferential retrieval. Moreover, our previous
research (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017, Experiment 4) experimentally assessed the effects of
testing directly learned associations on subsequent recombination-related source memory
errors by testing the directly learned associations only after both sets of detail and source
monitoring questions were completed. We still found an increase in source memory errors
only after successful inferential retrieval, thereby providing evidence that testing of directly
learned pairs during the associative inference test was not responsible for the increase in
source memory errors. In sum, in view of the aforementioned evidence from the present
experiments as well as our earlier work, it is highly unlikely that the current results linking
successful inferential retrieval to false value transfer and decision bias are attributable to
direct retrieval of previously studied pairs.
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Throughout the current set of experiments we have proposed that flexible recombination
during retrieval both supports successful inference and allows for the systematic updating of
value representations that further bias novel value-based choice. Neuroimaging studies have
implicated the hippocampus in flexible retrieval processes that support associative inference
(e.g., Zeithamova & Preston, 2010) and constructing episodic simulations of hypothetical
events based on recombining elements of past experiences (for a recent review, see Schacter,
Addis, & Szpunar, 2017). In addition, neuroimaging evidence also links the hippocampus
with the retrieval of the specific reward-context in which the information was originally
learned, specifically when its activity is coupled with reward-related regions such as the
ventral tegmental area and the nucleus accumbens (Wolosin et al., 2012, 2013). However, it
is not currently known what role, if any, the hippocampus or reward-related regions play in
the kinds of recombination-related false memories and false preferences documented here.
Future research should attempt to delineate the contributions of the hippocampus and
reward-related regions in recombination-related retrieval processes that support the
systematic updating of value representations in memory.
Finally, it should be noted that the current experiments add to the growing body of evidence
conceptualizing various kinds of memory errors and distortions as products of adaptive
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cognitive processes (cf., Bridge & Voss, 2014a; Howe, Wilkinson, Garner, & Ball, 2016;
Hupbach et al., 2007; Lew & Howe, 2017; Schacter, 2001b; Schacter, Guerin, & St. Jacques,
2011; St. Jacques et al., 2013). Here we have extended the range of such distortions to the
domain of value-based decision-making. Although we have provided novel evidence linking
such adaptive processes as retrieval-related recombination and associative inference with
false value transfer and implicit decision bias, we should point out that similar adaptive
constructive processes (Schacter, 2012) played an important role in classic studies of
judgment and decision-making by Tversky and Kahneman (1974). They had the important
insight that memory-based heuristics that people commonly use under conditions of
uncertainty “are quite useful, but sometimes they lead to severe and systematic errors”
(1974, p. 1174). We believe that further investigations of the relations among flexible
episodic retrieval processes, memory errors and biases, and value-based decision-making are
likely to yield important new insights into the nature of constructive memory and cognition.
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Context of the Research
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Over the past decade there has been a large influx of literature that examines how memorybased processes affect the value associated with a specific event (or related events) and
further how these memory mechanisms bias participants’ future choices. The ideas for the
current set of experiments originated as an extension of the authors’ previous work
evaluating the role of recombination during retrieval on subsequent source memory errors,
where contextual details of one event are mistakenly bound to an overlapping event
following successful inferential retrieval (Carpenter & Schacter, 2017). The current set of
three experiments evaluate whether the reward-context associated with a single event may
similarly be mistakenly bound to an overlapping event following successful inferential
retrieval. The findings of the current experiments in concert with the authors’ past work fit
within a broader research program evaluating the flexibility of the episodic memory system
and further how such adaptive constructive processes may result in memory error as an
unintended consequence. The authors plan to extend the current work by utilizing
neuroimaging (fMRI) techniques to evaluate the neural correlates associated with associative
inference and false memory. Additionally, the authors plan to utilize the current paradigm to
examine age-related changes in associative inference and subsequent biases in future valuebased decisions.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
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Illustration of materials, stimuli, and test displays from Experiments 2 and 3. (A) The
Session 1 section shows one example of an AB image in which the man is item ‘A’ and the
toy truck is item ‘B’ and the corresponding BC images in which the boy is item ‘C.’ Only
the ‘A’ item (man) is identified as a high-value item. (B) The Session 2 section shows the
Value Memory Test used in Experiment 2 (Experiment 1: 1) Valued Item ($$$), 2) No-Value
Item and 3) Unsure) and the Decision Bias Test used in Experiment 3. For each value
memory question participants saw a cutout of an item (A, B or C) presented to the right of
the question in order to indicate which event the question referred to. In Experiments 1 and
2, false value transfer occurred when participants chose the specific value (i.e., Experiment
1: valued; Experiment 2: high- or low-value) that was associated with the ‘A’ (or ‘C’)
individual and attributed this value to the unrewarded ‘C’ (or ‘A’) individual – as indicated
by the red (dark grey) circles. True memories occurred when participants correctly indicated
that the unrewarded ‘C’ individual was indeed a “no-value” item – as indicated by the green
(light grey) circles. In Experiment 3, participants were instructed to choose between two
unrewarded ‘C’ items. One of the unrewarded ‘C’ items was indirectly linked to a high-value
item (i.e., unrewarded high-value) whereas the other item was indirectly linked to a lowJ Exp Psychol Gen. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 July 01.
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value item (i.e., unrewarded low-value). False decision bias occurred when participants
chose the unrewarded high-value item as the “luckier” item meaning this item was more
likely to lead to a high-value reward at the end of the second session – as indicated by the
red (dark grey) circle. No decision bias occurred when participants equally chose the
unrewarded high- and low-value items as the “luckier” item. (C) The green (light grey)
circles indicate the correct answer for the associative inference and directly learned
questions. Participants saw these images without the red (dark grey) and green (light grey)
circles. Panel C of Figure 1 is reprinted from Carpenter, A.C. & Schacter, D.L. (2017).
Flexible retrieval: When true inferences produce false memories. Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Learning, Memory & Cognition, 43(3), 335–349. Reprinted with permission of
the American Psychological Association.
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Schematic depiction of predicted false value transfer (Experiments 1 and 2) and decision
bias (Experiment 3) results for each hypothesis. (H1) If flexible recombination during
retrieval both enhances associative inference performance and increases false value transfer
(or decision bias), then false value transfer (or decision bias) scores should be higher for
correct than incorrect inference trials, but only when the value memory (or decision bias)
test is given after the associative inference test (during which recombination occurs); there
should be no difference in the proportion of false value transfer (or decision bias) scores for
correct vs. incorrect inference trials when the value memory test is given before the
associative inference test. (H2) If integration during encoding supports both successful
associative inference and increases false value transfer (or decision bias), then false value
transfer (or decision bias) scores should higher for correct as compared to incorrect
inference trials when the value memory (or decision bias) tests are given both before and
after the associative inference test. (H3) If there is no link at all between recombination
during retrieval or integration during encoding and false value transfer (or decision bias)
then there should be no difference between the proportion of false value transfer (or decision
bias) scores for correct and incorrect inference trials regardless of when the value memory
(or decision bias) tests are given.
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Figure 3.

Proportion of false value transfer scores in Experiment 1. Performance on the value memory
test was examined both before and after either successful or unsuccessful inference.
Importantly, only trials for which participants responded correctly to directly learned trials
were included in this analysis. Results revealed a significant time by inference interaction in
Experiment 1. Subsequent t-tests confirm that false value transfer scores selectively
increased only following successful associative inference. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM.
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Figure 4.
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Proportion of true value memory scores in Experiments 1 and 2. Performance on the value
memory test was examined both before and after either successful or unsuccessful inference.
Importantly, only trials for which participants responded correctly to directly learned trials
were included in this analysis. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM.
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Figure 5.

Proportion of false value transfer scores in Experiment 2. Performance on the value memory
test was examined both before and after either successful or unsuccessful inference.
Importantly, only trials for which participants responded correctly to directly learned trials
were included in this analysis. Results revealed a significant time by inference interaction in
Experiment 2. Subsequent t-tests confirm that false value transfer scores selectively
increased only following successful associative inference. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM.
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Figure 6.

Proportion of decision bias scores in Experiment 3. Performance on the decision bias test
was examined both before and after either successful or unsuccessful inference. Importantly,
only trials for which participants responded correctly to directly learned trials were included
in this analysis. Results revealed a significant time by inference interaction in Experiment 3.
Subsequent t-tests confirm that decision bias scores selectively increased only following
successful associative inference. Dashed red (light grey) line represents decision bias scores
at chance levels (0.50). Error bars represent ± 1 SEM.
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